Online Courses
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Access education at your convenience and at your own pace with online education
courses developed by our team of clinical prosthetists. Our goal is to provide you with
the best online learning experience in an engaging and interactive manner.

Training Center

Freedom Quattro™ Microprocessor Knee by PROTEOR | 2 CEUs *New!
Master the first brand new MPK platform desgined in the US in over 5 years! This course will
take you through the unique features and benefits, including the H.A.R.T Control technology,
20 available modes, remote data capture, outcome measure reporting, and independent
resistances for stairs and ramps/slopes, alignment and programming with the GaitLab app, and
adjustments available in the Freedom Innovations patient app.
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Learn everything our new portfolio has to
offer in person and online!

Kinnex 2.0™ MPC Ankle/Foot System | 1.5 CEUs
Kinnex is back and better than ever! Come take a look at our 2nd generation Kinnex and learn
about the clinical benefits of the product, and how to fit, align, and fine tune it to meet your
patients’ needs.
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PROTEOR USA Foot Solutions | 2.5 CEUs
Explore PROTEOR USA’s comprehensive foot portfolio of Freedom Innovations, RUSH Foot®, and
PROTEOR; learn about design features and benefits, different material properties, and proprietary
composite layups of both our carbon fiber and fiberglass feet.
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PROTEOR USA Ankle Solutions | 1.75 CEUs
Discover PROTEOR USA’s ankle systems, the Kinterra™ and Kinnex™. Identify the biomechanical
advantages of hydraulic ankles for individuals with both transtibial and transfemoral amputations and
identify the most appropriate patients for each.
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Plié 3 Programming in 5 Mins or Less | 1.5 CEUs
Learn the fundamentals of the Plié 3 microprocessor knee including our Programming in 5
Minutes or Less methodology.
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ALLUX 2 Certification Course | 3 CEUs
Learn the fundamentals of the ALLUX 2 4 bar microprocessor knee including the background,
set up, alignment, and programming of the product. Certification is required before fitting an
ALLUX 2. Once certified, you’ll receive a framed certificate to hang in the office, and your clinic
will be listed on PROTEOR USA’s website as an ALLUX Certified Clinic.
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PROTEOR USA Mechanical Knee Solutions | 1.5 CEUs
Review all the mechanical knees available in PROTEOR USA’s portfolio for persons with
transfemoral amputation. This includes available products, features and benefits of each, and
how to properly align them for the appropriate candidates.

For more information on scheduling In-Person or Online Courses, please visit
www.proteor.pnodata.com or email us at FITOnline@proteorusa.com
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In-Person Courses
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In-person courses instructed by one of our highly qualified clinical
prosthetists conducted in your facility, at a local meeting space, or by
video conference.

Quattro™ Certification* Course | 3.75 CEUs

Quattro Course | 2.75 CEUs
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Quattro Patient Fitting | 1 CEU
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*New!
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Plié® 3 Certification* Course | 4.25 CEUs
Increase your knowledge and understanding of the Plié 3 microprocessor knee through an in-depth
educational course and a hands-on fitting with a patient of your choice. Certification is not required
for purchase of Plié 3. Upon completion of the course, you will receive a framed certificate to hang in
the office, and your clinic will be listed on PROTEOR USA’s website as a Plié Certified Clinic.
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PROTEOR USA Overview | 1.25 CEUs

PROTEOR USA Foot Solutions | 2.5 CEUs
Take a deep dive into PROTEOR USA’s comprehensive foot portfolio comprised of three industry leading brands:
Freedom Innovations, RUSH Foot®, and PROTEOR. Discover our unique design features and clinical benefits,
material selection, fitting suggestions, coding recommendations, and appropriate candidate selection.
Indicates requirement for you to bring in your own patient for product fitting during this course
*Certification is not required to purchase or fit the Plie 3, Kinnex 2.0, or Quattro

ALLUX® 2 Certification Course | 3 CEUs
Learn the fundamentals of the ALLUX 2 4 bar microprocessor knee including the background,
set up, alignment, and programming of the product. Certification is required before fitting an
ALLUX 2. Once certified, you’ll receive a framed certificate to hang in the office, and your clinic
will be listed on PROTEOR USA’s website as an ALLUX Certified Clinic.

ALLUX 2 Patient Fitting | 1 CEU
Learn firsthand how to fit and set up the ALLUX 2 with a patient of your choice. Let your
patient test drive the knee and tell you what they love about it! This course does not include
a presentation but does require you to invite a patient for an ALLUX 2 fitting.

Explore PROTEOR USA’s new product portfolio of knees, ankles, and feet from a high-level view. This
course is ideal for a quick Lunch and Learn event to see what products PROTEOR USA has to offer.
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Elevated Vacuum and RUSH Foot® EVAQ8 Collection | 1 CEU
Dive into the world of elevated vacuum with research supported clinical benefits
of elevated vacuum. Then learn how to fit and set up PROTEOR USA’s RUSH foot
EVAQ8 Collection of feet.

Plié 3 Patient Fitting | 1 CEU
Learn firsthand how to fit, align, and program the Plié 3 with a patient of your choice. Let your
patient test drive the knee to decide what they love about it! This course does not include a
presentation but does require you to invite a patient for fitting the Plié 3.

Kinnex 2.0 Patient Fitting | 1 CEU
Learn firsthand how to fit and setup the Kinnex 2.0 with a patient of your choice. Let your
patient test drive the ankle and tell you what they love about it! This course does not include
a presentation but does require you to invite a patient for a Kinnex fitting.

Plié 3 Overview | 1.25 CEUs
Learn the fundamentals of the Plié 3 microprocessor knee including features,
benefits, candidate selection, and our Programming in 5 Minutes or Less. This course
is a presentation style format.

Kinnex 2.0 Overview | 1.25 CEUs
Take a quick look at what the Kinnex 2.0 has to offer including product features
and clinical benefits, as well as what’s new with Kinnex 2.0. This course is a
presentation style format only and does not require a patient fitting.

Hands on fitting of a patient of your choice, including fitting, alignment, and programming with
the GaitLab app. You and your patient will also learn all of the available features in the Freedom
Innovations patient app.
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Kinnex 2.0 Certification* Course | 2.5 CEUs
Take an in depth look at PROTEOR USA’s Kinnex 2.0 Microprocessor Ankle/Foot System including how
the ankle works and how its function will benefit patients. Invite a patient of your choice and learn
how to fit, align, program, and fine tune the Kinnex 2.0 to meet your patient’s needs.
Certification is not required for purchase of Kinnex 2.0. Upon completion of the course, you will
receive a framed certificate to hang in the office, and your clinic will be listed on PROTEOR USA’s
website as a Kinnex Certified Clinic.

*New!

Discover the new Quattro’s cutting edge MPK technology, unique features and benefits, and ease of
programming and adjustments using the GaitLab and Freedom Innovations apps. This course is in a
presentation style format.

PROTEOR USA Ankle Solutions (Kinterra™ and Kinnex™) | 1.75 CEUs
Discover PROTEOR USA’s ankle systems, the Kinterra and Kinnex. Identify the
biomechanical advantages of hydraulic ankles for individuals with both transtibial and
transfemoral amputations and identify the most appropriate patients for each.

*New!

Master the first brand new MPK platform designed in the US in over 5 years! This course includes
a presentation and a hands-on fitting with a patient of your choice. Certification is not required for
purchase of a Quattro. Upon completion of the course, you will receive a framed certificate to hang in
your office, and your clinic will be listed on PROTEOR USA’s website as a Quattro Certificed Clinic.
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PROTEOR USA Mechanical Knee Solutions | 1.5 CEUs
Review all the mechanical knees available in PROTEOR USA’s portfolio for persons with
transfemoral amputation. This includes available products, features and benefits of each,
and how to properly align them for the appropriate candidates.

For more information on scheduling In-Person or Online Courses, please visit
www.proteor.pnodata.com or email us at FITOnline@proteorusa.com

